Since 1994, Paragon Software has delivered a wide range of software tools, solutions, and technologies. Our offerings range from low-level storage management and file system drivers to safekeeping and recovery of operational, business, and user data across heterogeneous platforms and environments.

**Low upfront investments and reduced TCO for industry-leading virtualization platform**

- Works with VMware vSphere® Essentials Kit; doesn’t require vMotion® or additional VMware components
- Doesn’t require high-end hardware or third-party software
- Simplified deployment and administration for basic configurations

- Fully functional evaluation copy
- One month evaluation period with unconditional technical support
- Subscription license for six CPUs
- Unlimited workloads
- Controlled backup integrity
- v-Launch VM directly from backups
- Failover from replica
- Granular restore of files, Microsoft Active Directory and Exchange objects

**Protection and Availability**

- Managed backup and retention for business and user data (RPO minutes to hours; RTO within a few hours)
- Continuous protection of business-critical applications and data (near-zero RPO; RTO up to half an hour)
- Enhanced availability of mission-critical resources (near-zero RPO; RTO within a few minutes)